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Abstract
Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) conversion is the task of predicting the pronunciation of
a word given its graphemic or written form. It is a highly important part of both automatic speech recognition (ASR) and text-to-speech (TTS) systems. In this paper,
we evaluate seven G2P conversion approaches: Adaptive Regularization of Weight Vectors (AROW) based structured learning (S-AROW), Conditional Random Field (CRF),
Joint-sequence models (JSM), phrase-based statistical machine translation (PBSMT),
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) based point-wise
classification, Weighted Finite-state Transducers (WFST) on a manually tagged Myanmar phoneme dictionary. The G2P bootstrapping experimental results were measured
with both automatic phoneme error rate (PER) calculation and also manual checking in
terms of voiced/unvoiced, tones, consonant and vowel errors. The result shows that CRF,
PBSMT and WFST approaches are the best performing methods for G2P conversion on
Myanmar language.

1

Introduction

Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) conversion models are important for natural language processing
(NLP), automatic speech recognition (ASR) and text-to-speech (TTS) developments. Although
many machine learning approaches are applicable for G2P conversion, most of them are supervised learning approaches and as a prerequisite we have to prepare clean annotated training
data and this is costly. As a consequence, G2P models are rarely available for under-resourced
languages such as South and Southeast Asian languages. In practice, we need to perform
bootstrapping or active learning with a small manually annotated G2P dictionary for efficient
development of G2P converters. In this paper, we examine seven G2P conversion methodologies
for incremental training with a small Myanmar language G2P lexicon. We used automatic evaluation in the form of phoneme error rate (PER) and also manually evaluated Myanmar language
specific errors such as inappropriate voiced to unvoiced conversion and tones, on syllable units.

2

G2P Conversion for Myanmar Language

Myanmar language (Burmese) is one of the under-resourced Southeast Asian languages for
NLP. It has SOV (Subject–Object–Verb) typology and syntactically is quite similar to Japanese
and Korean in that functional morphemes succeed content morphemes, and verb phrases
succeed noun phrases. In Myanmar text, words composed of single or multiple syllables are
usually not separated by white space. Although spaces are used for separating phrases for easier
reading, it is not strictly necessary, and these spaces are rarely used in short sentences. In this
paper, we only consider phonetic conversion of syllables within words for G2P bootstrapping
with a dictionary. Myanmar syllables are generally composed of sequences of consonants and
(zero or more) vowel combinations starting with a consonant. Here, vowel combinations can
be single vowels, sequences of vowels and sequences of vowels starting with a consonant that
modifies the pronunciation of the first vowel. Some examples of Myanmar vowel combinations
are အင (in:), အန (ein:), အင (ain:), အန (an:) and အ င (aun:). The relationship between
words and the pronunciation of Myanmar language is not completely consistent, ambiguous,
and context dependent, depending on adjacent syllables. Moreover, there are many exceptional
cases and rules that present difficulties for G2P conversion (Ye Kyaw Thu et al., 2015a).
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Some Myanmar syllables can be pronounced in more than 4 ways depending on the context
and Part-of-Speech (POS) of the syllable. As an example, consider the pronunciation of the
two-syllable word ရ င ဝယ (meaning trade) with corresponding standard pronunciation of its
syllables “ ရ င ” (pronunciation: jaun:) and “ဝယ” (pronunciation: we). This is a simple
pronunciation pattern of a Myanmar word and it has no pronunciation change (i.e. jaun: +
we => jaun:). However, many pronunciations of syllables are changed depending on their
combination such as in the Myanmar word မတ ( မတ syllable + တ syllable), love in
English; the pronunciation changes from “mi' + ta” to “mji' + ta”, န ရက (န syllable
+ ရက syllable) , ear in English; the pronunciation changes from “na: + jwe'” to “na- + jwe'” .
POS is also a factor for pronunciation. The Myanmar word ထမင ခ က can be pronounced in
two ways; “hta- min: che'” when used as a verb “cook rice” and “hta- min: gye'” when
used as a noun “a cook”. In another example, the three syllable Myanmar word စ ရင စစ can
be pronounced “sa jin: si'” when used to mean verb “audit” or “sa- jin: zi'” when
used to mean a noun “auditor”; the single-syllable Myanmar word ခ င can be pronounced
“chein”. for usage as an adjective “dented” or can be pronounced “gyein.”. when used as
a noun meaning “food carrier”; one syllable Myanmar word ခ can be pronounced “gyi”
when used as a noun meaning “barking deer” or can be pronounced “chei” when used as a verb.
The most common pronunciation change of Myanmar syllables is unvoiced to voiced and
it is contextually dependent, for example the change from: “pi. tau'” to “ba- dau'” for
the word ပ တ က (Pterocarpus macrocarpus flower) , “pja. tin: pau'” to “ba- din:
bau'” for ပတင ပ က (window) word. Some same syllables within a word can be pronounced
differently, for example, the Myanmar consonant က pronounced “ka.” and “ga-” for three
syllables Myanmar word ကကတစ “ka. ga- di'” (giant sea perch in English). In some
Myanmar words, the pronunciation of a syllable is totally different from its grapheme or spelling
such as one old Myanmar name လလင က “lu. lin kyo” pronounced as “na- lin gyo”.

3

Related Work

(Davel and Martirosian, 2009) designed a process for the development of pronunciation
dictionaries in resource-scarce environments, and applied it to the development of pronunciation dictionaries for ten of the official languages of South Africa. The authors mentioned
that it is a means of developing practically usable pronunciation dictionaries with minimal
resources. (Schlippe, 2014) proposed efficient methods which contribute to rapid and economic
semi-automatic pronunciation dictionary development and evaluated them on English, German,
Spanish, Vietnamese, Swahili, and Haitian Creole. A novel modified Expectation-Maximization
(EM)-driven G2P sequence alignment algorithm that supports joint-sequence language models,
and several decoding solutions using weighted finite-state transducers (WFSTs) was presented
in (Novak et al., 2012). G2P conversion using statistical machine translation (SMT) was
proposed in (Laurent et al., 2009), (Karanasou and Lamel, 2011). In (Laurent et al., 2009), it is
shown that applying SMT gives better results than a joint sequence model-based G2P converter
for French. The automatic generation of a pronunciation dictionary is proposed in (Karanasou
and Lamel, 2011), and their technique used Moses phrase-based SMT toolkit (Koehn et al.,
2007) G2P conversion. (Damper et al., 1999) compared different G2P methods and found that
data-driven methods outperform rule-based methods.
As far as the authors are aware, there have been only three published methodologies for Myanmar language G2P conversion. (Ei Phyu Phyu Soe, 2013) proposed a dictionary based approach
and analyzed it only on pure Myanmar syllables without considering subscript consonants or
Pali words. It is a simple approach with a dictionary that is not able to handle out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words. (Ye Kyaw Thu et al., 2015a) proposed four simple Myanmar syllable pronunciation patterns as features that can be used to augment the models in a CRF approach to
G2P conversion. The results show that the new features can substantially improve the accuracy
of G2P conversion especially on conversion of syllables specifically targeted by the new feature
sets. (Ye Kyaw Thu et al., 2015b) applied a phrase-based SMT (PBSMT) approach to Myanmar
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G2P conversion and found that G2P conversion using SMT outperformed a CRF approach, with
a considerably faster training time. Their comparison between the CRF and PBSMT models
shows that the PBSMT approach can handle pronunciation prediction on new compound words
(a common form of OOV) well, and can also handle the influence of neighbouring words on the
pronunciation of a word.

4

G2P Conversion Methodologies

In this section, we describe the G2P conversion methodologies used in the experiments in this
paper.
4.1

Structured Adaptive Regularization of Weight Vectors (S-AROW)

(Kubo et al., 2014) proposed Structured AROW extending AROW (Crammer et al., 2013) to
structured learning for G2P conversion. AROW is an online learning algorithm for binary classification that that has several useful properties: large margin training, confidence weighting, and
the capacity to handle non-separable data. To overcome the overfitting problems encountered by
competitive methods such as Margin Infused Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA) (Crammer and Singer,
2003) and the Confidence Weighted Algorithm (CW) (Dredze et al., 2008) AROW recasts the
terms for the constraint of CW as regularizers. S-AROW is applicable for G2P conversion tasks
and has a shorter learning time than MIRA. It also has been shown to have a lower phoneme
and word error rate compared to MIRA (Kubo et al., 2014).
4.2

Conditional Random Fields

Linear-chain conditional random Fields (CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001) are models that consider
dependencies among the predicted segmentation labels that are inherent in the state transitions
of finite state sequence models and can incorporate domain knowledge effectively into segmentation. Unlike heuristic methods, they are principled probabilistic finite state models on which
exact inference over sequences can be efficiently performed. The model computes the following
probability of a label sequence Y = {y1 , …, yT } of a particular character string W = {w1 , …, wT }.
T

|λ|

∑∑
1
Pλ (Y|W) =
exp(
λk fk (yt−1 , W, t))
Z(W)

(1)

t=1 k=1

where Z(W) is a normalization term, fk is a feature function, and λ is a feature weight vector.
4.3

Joint-sequence models (JSM)

The joint-sequence models (JSM) approach for G2P was proposed by (Bisani and Ney, 2008)
and it is also one of the most popular approaches for G2P conversion. The fundamental idea of
JSM is that both the grapheme and phoneme sequences can be generated jointly by means of
a sequence of joint units (graphones) which carry both grapheme and phoneme symbols. The
goal of the JSM is to find a sequence of Y phonemes, Q = QY1 = {q1 , q2 , ..., qY }, that given by a
sequence of X graphemes defined by G = GX
1 = {g1 , g2 , ..., gX }. This problem can be describe
as the determination of the optimal sequence of phonemes, Q́, that maximizes their conditional
probability, Q, given a sequence of graphemes, G:
Q́ = arg max P (Q|G).
Q

(2)

The calculation for all possible sequences of Q directly from P (Q|G) is difficult and we can
express it using Bayes’ Rule as follows:
{
}
Q́ = arg max P (Q|G) = arg max P (G|Q) · P (Q)/P (G)
Q

Q

(3)

Here, P (G) is common to all sequences Q. The above equation can be simplified as follows:
Q́ = arg max P (G|Q) · P (Q)
Q
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(4)

4.4 Phrase-based Statistical Machine Translation (PBSMT)
A PBSMT translation model is based on joint phrasal units analogous to graphones (Koehn
et al., 2003b), (Och and Marcu, 2003). A phrase-based translation system also includes length
models, a language model on the target side, and a re-ordering model (which is typically not
used for monotonic transduction such as G2P conversion. The models are integrated within a
log-linear framework.
4.5 Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) Encoder-Decoder
The RNN Encoder-Decoder technique for machine translation (Cho et al., 2014), (Bahdanau
et al., 2014) is a neural network model that links blocks of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) in an RNN that encodes the source language and decoder
units that generate the target language. The basic architecture of the Encoder-Decoder model
includes two networks: one encodes the source sentence into a real-valued vector, and the other
decodes the vector into a target sentence. In the case of G2P, input is a sequence of graphemes
of a Myanmar word, and the output is a phoneme sequence. For example, G2P conversion for
Myanmar word ရကပန သ (hidden talent in English), the model takes the graphemes of the
source word as input: ရက, ပန , သ and outputs the target phoneme sequence jwe', poun: and
dhi:, which is terminated by an end-of-sequence token (see Figure 1).
jwe' poun: dhi: <EOW>

ရကက

ပနကး

သး

<EOW> jwe' poun: dhi:

Figure 1: An Architecture of Encoder-Decoder Machine Translation for G2P conversion of
Myanmar word ရကပန သ (hidden talent in English)
4.6 Support Vector Machine (SVM) based Point-wise classification
Generally, sequence-based pronunciation prediction methods such as (Nagano et al., 2005) require a fully annotated training corpus. To reduce the cost of preparing a fully annotated corpus
and also considering possible future work on domain adaptation from the general to the target domain, techniques involving only partial annotation have been developed (Ringger et al.,
2007), (Tsuboi et al., 2008). (Neubig and Mori, 2010) proposed the combination of two separate
techniques to achieve more efficient corpus annotation: point-wise estimation and word-based
annotation. Point-wise estimation assumes that every decision about a segmentation point or
word pronunciation is independent from the other decisions (Neubig and Mori, 2010). From
this concept, a single annotation model can be trained on single annotated words, even if the
surrounding words are not annotated such as င /{ } က :ဇ:/{kyei: zu:} တငပ တယ/{tin ba
de} (Thank you in English). In this paper, we applied this approach for phonemes of syllables
within a word and thus the previous example will change to င /{ } က :/{kyei:} ဇ:/{zu:}
တင/{tin} ပ /{ba} တယ/{de}.
4.7 Weighted Finite-state Transducers (WFST)
(Novak et al., ) introduced a modified WFST-based many-to-many Expectation Maximization
(EM) driven alignment algorithm for G2P conversion, and presented preliminary experimental
results applying a RNN language model (RNNLM) as an N-best rescoring mechanism for G2P
conversion. Their many-to-many approach contained three main modifications to G2P alignment, (1) only many-to-one and one-to-many arcs are trained, (2) a joint WFSA alignment
lattice is built from each sequence pair using a log semiring (3) all remaining arcs (including
deletion and substitution) are initialized to and constrained to maintain a non-zero weight. This
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approach provides EM training to produce better estimation for all possible transitions. The
authors applied an RNNLM-based N-best rescoring method to G2P conversion.

5

Experimental Setup

5.1 Data Preparation
In the experiments, we used 25,300 words of Myanmar Language Commission (MLC) Dictionary
data (Lwin, 1993). We randomized the original MLC dictionary and prepared 25,000 words for
training, 300 words for three open test sets (100 words for each test set) for evaluation. In order
to study how the seven G2P approaches behave with varying amounts of training data, we ran
a sequence of experiments that trained G2P models from 2,500 words to 25,000 (2393 unique
graphemes, 1864 unique pronunciations and 113 unique phonemes) words in increments of 2,500
words. 100 words from the training data also used for closed testing. The G2P mapping is
used same mapping proposed by (Ye Kyaw Thu et al., 2015b) and some examples are given in
Table 1.
Consonant

Vowel

Independent
Vowel

Foreign Pronunciation

က => k
ခ => kh
ဂ => g
ဃ => gh
င => ng

ွ : => wa:
ွ => wa.
ေွ: => wei:
ေွ့ => wei.
ွန => un

ဥ => au.
ဦ => u
ဦ => u:
၏ => i.
ဤ => i

(က) => K
(ခ) => KH
(လ) => L
(စ) => S
(ထ) => HT

Table 1: An example of grapheme to phoneme mapping for Myanmar language
5.2 Software
We used following open source G2P converters, software frameworks and systems for our G2P
experiments:
• Chainer: A framework for neural network development that provides an easy and
straightforward way to implement complex deep learning architectures. (Tokui et al.,
2015). A deep learning framework developed by Preferred Infrastructure, Inc. (PFI)
(https://preferred.jp/en/) and Preferred Networks, Inc. (PFN) (https://www.
preferred-networks.jp/en/). It was released as open source software in June, 2015
(https://github.com/pfnet/chainer). Some key features of Chainer are that it is supported as a Python library (PyPI: Chainer) and is able to run on both CUDA with multiGPU computers. We used the Chainer Python module (version 1.15.0.1) for the G2P
conversion experiments based on RNN and RNNA approaches. For both the RNN and the
RNNA models, we trained for 100 epochs.
• CRFSuite: We used the CRFsuite tool (version 0.12) (Okazaki, 2007), (https://github.
com/chokkan/crfsuite) for training and testing CRF models. The main reason was its
speed relative to other CRF toolkits.
• KyTea: is a general toolkit (version 0.47) (Neubig and Mori, 2010), (https://github.com/
neubig/kytea) and it is able to handle word segmentation and tagging. It uses a point-wise
classifier-based (SVM or logistic regression) approach and the classifiers are trained with
LIBLINEAR (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/). We used the KyTea
toolkit for studying G2P bootstrapping with SVM based point-wise classification for Myanmar language.
• Moses: We used the PBSMT system provided by the Moses toolkit (http://www.statmt.
org/moses/) for training the PBSMT model for G2P conversion. The word segmented
source language was aligned with the word segmented target language using GIZA++ (Och
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and Ney, 2000). The alignment was symmetrized by grow-diag-final-and heuristic (Koehn
et al., 2003a). The lexicalized reordering model was trained with the msd-bidirectional-fe
option (Tillmann, 2004). We used SRILM for training the 5-gram language model with
interpolated modified Kneser-Ney discounting (Stolcke, 2002), (Chen and Goodman, 1996).
Minimum error rate training (MERT) (Och, 2003) was used to tune the decoder parameters
and the decoding was done using the Moses decoder (version 2.1.1). We used default settings
of Moses for all experiments.
• Phonetisaurus: A WFST-driven G2P converter (Novak et al., 2012), (https://github.
com/AdolfVonKleist/Phonetisaurus). Version 0.8a was used. An EM-based many-tomany aligner was applied to grapheme and phoneme sequences (training data) prior to
building a G2P model. In the updated version of Phonetisaurus, dictionary alignment
is performed with OpenFst (http://www.openfst.org/twiki/bin/view/FST/WebHome).
In order to estimate an n-gram language model, any language model toolkit such as
MITLM (https://github.com/mitlm/mitlm)or SRILM (http://www.speech.sri.com/
projects/srilm/) can be used. We used MITLM toolkit and conversion from ARPA
format to a binary FST representation was done with OpenFST.
• Sequitur: A data-driven G2P converter developed at RWTH Aachen University - Department of Computer Science by Maximilian Bisani (Bisani and Ney, 2008). The 2016-04-25 release version (https://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/web/Software/g2p.html)
was used for the JSM G2P conversion experiment.
• Slearp: Structured LEarning And Prediction (Kubo et al., 2014). We used Slearp (version
0.96) (https://osdn.jp/projects/slearp/) for S-AROW G2P model building.
We ran all above software with default parameters for building the G2P models. Although
feature engineering is usually an important component of machine-learning approaches, the G2P
models were built with features from only the grapheme and phoneme parallel data, to allow
for a fair comparison between the seven approaches.
5.3 Evaluation
To evaluate the quality of the G2P approaches, we used two evaluation criteria. One
is automatic evaluation of phoneme error rate (PER) with SCLITE (score speech recognition system output) program from the NIST scoring toolkit SCTK version 2.4.10
(http://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/Speech/docs/sctk-1.2/sclite.htm). The other evaluation was done manually by counting voiced/unvoiced, tones, consonant and vowel errors on
G2P outputs.
The SCLITE scoring method for calculating the erroneous words in Word Error Rate (WER),
is as follows: first make an alignment of the G2P hypothesis (the output from the trained model)
and the reference (human transcribed) word strings and then perform a global minimization of
the Levenshtein distance function which weights the cost of correct words, insertions (I), deletions
(D) and substitutions (S). The formula for WER is as follows:
W ER = (I + D + S) ∗ 100/N

(5)

In our case, we trained G2P models with syllable segmented words and thus alignment was
done on syllable units and the PER was derived from the Levenshtein distance at the phoneme
level rather than the word level. For example, phoneme level of syllable alignment, counting I, D
and S for Myanmar word “ခ င ခ က” (exception in English), left column and “စတပ ကလကပ က”
(disappointed in English), right column is as follows:
Scores: (#C #S #D #I) 0 2 0 1
REF: *** CHWIN: GYE'
HYP: CHI NWIN: CHE'
Eval: I
S
S

Scores: (#C #S #D #I) 2 1 1 0
REF: sei' PJEI le' PJAU'
HYP: sei' PJAUN: le' *****
Eval:
S
D
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6
6.1

Results
Automatic Evaluation with Phoneme Error Rate (PER)

We used PER to evaluate the performance of G2P conversion. We computed the PER scores using sclite (http://www1.icsi.berkeley.edu/Speech/docs/sctk-1.2/sclite.htm) on the
hypotheses of G2P models and references. The results are presented in Figure 2 and lower PER
is better in performance as we mentioned in Section 5.3. The experimental results also show
the learning curve variations of seven G2P conversion approaches on the training data. We
can clearly see that there is no significant learning improvement for the SVM based point-wise
classification from the evaluation results on both the closed and the three open test sets (see
Figure 2, (g)). Also, the PER results of S-AROW, JSM, PBSMT and RNNA on the closed test
data are unstable. Each of the graphs show the performance of G2P conversion and the best
PER scores (i.e. 0) was achieved on the closed test data by the RNN, S-AROW and WFST. The
best PER scores of the CRF and PBSMT on closed test data were 6.4 and 7.5 respectively. On
the other hand, the final models of the CRF and WFST achieved the lowest PER scores for all
three open test data sets (open1, open2 and open3). A PER score 14.7 for open1 was achieved
by WFST, 11.4 for open2, and 15.7 for open3 by both CRF and WFST. An interesting point is
that the PBSMT approach achieved close to the lowest PERs for the three open test sets (16.1
for open1, 13.1 for open2 and 22.0 for open3). Figure 2, (e) shows the RNN approach is able to
learn to reach zero PER score on the closed test data from epoch two (i.e. with 5,000 words).
The PER of RNN is lower than RNNA approach for both the closed and the open test data (see
Figure 2, (e) and (f)).
6.2

Manual Evaluation

Manual evaluation was mainly done on the results from the models trained with 25,000 words
in terms of errors on voiced/unvoiced pronunciation change, vowel, consonant and tone. The
results show that voiced/unvoiced error is the highest among them. (Ye Kyaw Thu et al., 2015a)
discussed the importance of the pronunciation change patterns, and our experimental results also
show how these patterns affect the G2P performance. Pronunciation error rates for PBSMT and
WFST are comparable and the PBSMT approach gives the best performance overall. The SVM
based point-wise classification approach produced the highest phoneme errors on unknown words
(i.e. UNK tagging for OOV case by KyTea) among the seven G2P approaches. Generally, all
methods can handle tone well and we assume that almost all the tonal information of Myanmar
graphemes is covered in the training dictionary. The lowest error rate on tone was achieved by
PBSMT. From the overall manual evaluation results from train1 (training number 1: trained
with 2,500 words) to train10 (training number 2: trained with 25,000 words), we can see clearly
that RNN, PBSMT and WFST approaches gradually improve with increasing training data
set size. Some difficult pronunciation changes at the consonant level (such as pronunciation
prediction from ljin to jin for the Myanmar word “kau'jin”, “ က က လ င”) can be predicted
correctly by the PBSMT approach and the RNN but not by the other approaches. Although
the training accuracy of RNN is higher than the other techniques, in the automatic evaluation,
some OOV predictions are the worst (refer Table 2).
6.3

Discussion

As we presented in the previous section, some evaluation results of the G2P conversion approaches on closed test data are inconsistent especially for S-AROW and JSM (refer Figure 3,
(a) and (c)). However all models are generally improve on the three open test evaluation sets.
Here we investigate the OOV rates over test data. Figure 3 shows the OOV rate for graphemes
of the three open test data sets over the incremental training process from train1 to train10. As
expected, the OOV rate gradually decreases as the the training data size increases.
We performed a detailed analysis of each error type by manual evaluation, and the results are
shown in Figure 4. From the results, we can clearly see that SVM based point-wise classification
produced highest number of voiced/unvoiced errors, and we have already discussed UNK tags
or KyTea pronunciation estimation errors in Section 6.2. We now turn to RNN specific errors.
RNNs are capable sequence models with high potential for building G2P conversion models and
thus we present a detailed error analysis. The RNN produced some reordering errors and the
automatic evaluation counts one reordering error as one deletion and one insertion. For example,
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Figure 2: Phoneme Error Rate (PER) of G2P conversion methodologies
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Method
S-AROW

Hypothesis
tha' ba. ja. nan baun:

CRF
JSM

tha' ba- ja. nan baun:
tha' ba. ra- baun:

PBSMT
RNN

tha' ba. ja- nan baun:
tha' ba- WA. SA MI:

SVM based point-wise
WFST

UNK ba- ja- nan baun:
tha' ba- ra. nan baun:

Note on Error
tone error in “ba.” and
consonant error in “ja.”
consonant error in ja.
tone error in “ba.” and “ra-”
one phoneme deletion
tone error in “ba.”
3 syllables “WA. SA MI:”
are predicted and
they are far from
the correct pronunciation
OOV error
0 Error

Table 2: An example of phoneme prediction errors of G2P conversion methods.
the RNN model output for the Myanmar word “ထ ပ ပ”, htoun pei BEI (recalcitrantly in
English). Its SCLITE alignment and scoring is shown in the left column below:
Scores: (#C #S #D #I) 2 0 1 1
REF: *** htoun pei BEI
HYP: PEI htoun pei ***
Eval: I
D

Scores: (#C #S #D #I) 3 1 0 0
REF: mwei: tha- MI. gin
HYP: mwei: tha- HPA. gin
Eval:
S

Some RNN pronunciation prediction errors were semantic in nature, and we were surprised
to discover them. For example, the RNN model output for the Myanmar word “ မ သမခင”,
mwei: tha- MI. gin (mother in English) is similar word “ မ သဖခင”, mwei: tha- HPA.
gin (father in English). Similar semantic errors were also produced by the PBSMT approach.
Another interesting point is that the RNN and WFST approaches can predict correctly for some
rare patterns (i.e. where all syllable pronunciations of a word are changed) even when all other
models made errors. For example, the errors for the Myanmar word “စ ပခင ”, za- bwe: gin:
(tablecloth in English) made by the other approaches were: S-AROW: za- bwe: khin:, JSM:
za- bwe: khin:, RNN: za- bwe: gin:, WFST: za- bwe: gin: and SVM based point-wise
classification: za- bwe: khin:.
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Open1
Open2
Open3

OOV Graphemes

15
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Figure 3: OOV graphemes over incremental training process

7

Conclusion and Future Work

The aim of this work is to show the relative performance of different machine learning techniques on Myanmar G2P conversion. Both automatic evaluation and manual evaluation showed
that CRF, Phonetisaurus, SMT and RNN have their own unique advantages when applied to
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Figure 4: Average error scores of manual checking for G2P conversion methods
Myanmar pronunciation prediction. Although the manual evaluation was expensive, we believe
it was necessary in order to analyse these approaches in depth. In summary, our main findings
are that the CRF, Phonetisaurus, SMT approaches gave rise to the the lowest error rates on
the most important features of Myanmar G2P conversion: voiced/unvoiced, vowel patterns and
tone. We plan to find out the performance of these approaches on sentence level since Myanmar
pronunciation highly depends on the context.
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